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book is misleading. While the title of the original French version, Aspects 
Muthtkztiques des Rkeau... de Petri, was vague but not wrong, the English transla- 
tion, The Mafhematics of Petri Nets, is annoyingly inappropriate. The intersection 
of mathematics and Petri nets is not restricted to computability and formal language 
theory; it also covers complexity, program semantics and verification, ategory 
theory, and other subject matters. Petri nets have profited from advances in these 
areas, and also contributed with indi techniques to them. 
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classes are related by inheritance, so that the behaviour of a class of objects can be 
refined in subclasses. In such systems, most objects are pa 
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considerable amount of commercial interest in object-oriented design and analysis, 
and in production-quality object-oriented programming languages. This approach 
can now be regarded as part of the mainstream of development approaches for 
applications on uniprocessors and small-scale parallel systems. 
Conversely, work on concurrent object-oriented systems aimed at exploiting 
massively parallel computers has gone rather quiet. Such systems have a large 
number of objects which execute independently, in parallel. Between such objects, 
a message-send is more akin to an inter-process communication, which may of 
course traverse a communication network connecting many processors. Many such 
o not use the notion of a class, but each object has its own private code; 
typically, some other mechanism, such as delegation, is used to share behaviour 
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the research and development of object-oriented concurrent computing”. 
